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Re´sume´—Nowadays sensors and actuators are increasingly
used in different spaces, creating intelligent environment. This
article aims to describe a conceptualization of an intelligent
environment and its operation, in order to check its consistency
and its conformity. This conceptualization is done through an
ontology representing the domain knowledge, whose elements
will be instantiated from natural language texts describing
the physical configuration of an intelligent environment and
a scenario describing the operation desired by the user of
the environment. We chose OWL to represent formally our
environment augmented with SWRL rules to represent the
dynamic aspect of the operation system and SQWRL to
query our conceptual model. We show how consistency and
conformity are checked thanks to this formalism.
Keywords-Ontology conception ; specifications ; formal veri-
fication ; intelligent environment ;
I. INTRODUCTION
Comfort, energy saving and safety are criteria that nowa-
days reflect human needs in daily life environments. The pro-
fusion and the diversity of sensors, their affordable costs, let
imagine different possibilities for an intelligent environment
that could adapt itself to person needs. The ambition of our
Project  ENVIE VERTE  1 is to enable the piloting of an
intelligent environment using textual descriptions in natural
language. These descriptions concern on one hand informa-
tion about the physical description of the intelligent envi-
ronment (number of sensors, types, locations, interactions,
...) and on another hand, end user needs (do not leave empty
rooms lit, detect gas, ...). In order to deploy a system that
reflects the needs described by an individual, it is necessary
to verify its conformity (the environment is correctly con-
figured) and its logical consistency (no contradiction in its
operation). These verifications require dealing with precise
and unambiguous specifications of the environment and of
the end user requirement. As natural language specifications
do not fulfill these requirements, we propose to build an
intermediate conceptual representation, enabling a transition
1. founded by DIGITEO, project DIM LSC 2010.
towards formal specifications, and allowing checking the
logical consistency and the conformity of the intelligent
environment. The conceptual representation will therefore be
the link, between natural language specifications and formal
specifications.
Our present objective is to build a conceptual represen-
tation of an intelligent environment that will be instantiated
from the description of the environment and end user re-
quirement provided as scenarios. To achieve this, we created
a high-level OWL ontology which provides the ability to
reason, to do queries and to conclude on the appropriate
actions to perform according to a scenario. This conceptual
representation will enable to generate consistent and formal
specifications which could be further verified using formal
methods and tools.
The originality of our approach is the use of the ontology
logic formalism to represent and check the consistency
and the conformity of specifications, and to realize it in
two steps : a static part leads to create individuals for
representing a given environment, and a dynamic part leads
to create rules for representing end user scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows. First we describe
the intelligent environment, its components and the two
types of textual descriptions in Section 2. In Section 3 we
describe the intelligent environment checking process. In
Section 4 we detail our approach to produce a conceptual
model representing the natural language (NL) descriptions.
In Section 5 we illustrate with an application case how our
model will be used to check consistency of NL descriptions.
In Section 6 we give a view of related work. And finally we
conclude and define some future works.
II. INTELLIGENT ENVIRONMENTS
The intelligent environment consists of a set of com-
municating objects (sensors, actuators and control devices)
which can be seen as a sensor network. These objects
influence the operation of equipment (physical processes)
located in the environment, under well defined conditions.
We can distinguish a hardware part : the kind of devices,
their number, the type of each device, their location ... and
a software part which represents the configuration of its
operation.
In the following, we briefly describe the general functions
of an intelligent environment :
– A sensor detects the occurrence of a phenomenon or
measure a quantifiable phenomenon in a bounded area.
– A phenomenon, to be detected or measured by a sensor,
must be located in the sensing zone of the sensor and
be from a type perceived by the sensor (temperature,
motion ...)
– An actuator is fixed on or connected with an equipment
of the environment.
– Once a phenomenon (or a set of phenomena) is detected
or measured, a control of the collected information
is processed and can lead to the activation of one or
several actuators trigging a set of actions (turn on, turn
off, increase, decrease) on the equipment they are fixed
on or connected with.
– An actuator can be activated by a sensor (or a set of
sensors), if it is located in its (their) zone of control
and is able to analyze the information perceived and
transmitted by the sensor(s).
To pilot her intelligent environment, a user will determine,
according to the given physical configuration, the general
functions that should hold to satisfy her needs.
Figure 1 shows how a user will configure her own system
by writing textual descriptions. These descriptions will be
analyzed to instantiate automatically elements of an OWL
ontology representing the domain knowledge, which will
be used to generate formal code. Verification of the result-
ing model will be processed to detect inconsistencies and
missing information and therefore to correct and improve
the model by interacting with the user until it is consistent
and satisfies her needs. In this article we will focus on the
conception of the ontology and the verification it enables to
perform.
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FIGURE 1: Architecture of the configuration process
In this framework textual descriptions are written in
English. These descriptions can be separated into two parts :
1) Description of an intelligent environment : It describes
components of the intelligent environment, (sensors,
actuators, physical processes ...), their number, their
type, their location and how they can interact. This part
will be processed before user requirement and define a
static state of the environment. The simple intelligent
environment described in the following example is
shown Figure 2
Example : the green apartment includes a hall, two
bedrooms, one bathroom and a living room which
includes a kitchen and a dining room. Each room
is equipped with motion sensors. Each light bulb is
equipped with an actuator.
2) User requirements : These texts describe users needs,
i.e. how objects of the intelligent environment have to
interact and in which conditions. They allow produc-
ing different instantiations of the ontology according
to different users scenarios.
Example : When a person movement is detected in the
living room, illuminate both the kitchen and the dining
room.
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FIGURE 2: The green apartment
III. INTELLIGENT ENVIRONMENT CHECKING
Before deploying the intelligent environment, it is im-
portant to check whether its operation is conform to its
specifications. Such verifications will be realized by using
formal methods, which requires precise and unambiguous
specifications. So the conceptual representation of the op-
eration of the intelligent environment must be free of any
contradiction and ambiguity. It must also represent all the
properties which define the functioning of the modeled
environment, to be admissible.
A. Chosen model
We decided to use OWL (Web Language Ontology) for
the conception of our model. OWL provides a mean to
produce a formal semantic representation, thanks to its
logical formalism based on description logics [13] which are
logic-based formalisms used for knowledge representation
with a high expressivity power [2]. OWL enables to reason
on an ontology to check its logical consistency. OWL is
extended by a Semantic Web Rule Language SWRL [12]
which allows us to represent the dynamic aspect of the
intelligent environment operation.
Thanks to the Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Lan-
guage SQWRL [15], we can query the ontology in order to
find anomalies or missing information and thus check the
conformity of the model.
B. Necessary checks
Consistency and conformity of the model are checked
with respect to two aspects :
– checking physical configuration,
– checking user requirement.
We also will check the state of the intelligent environment
for different scenarios and verify general properties as hu-
man security, energy saving...
An important part of the verifications will be done using
OWL. However, it does not allow non-monotonic reasoning,
which limits the verification process. For example it is not
possible to represent a dynamic change in the state of an
individual. General property verification is also outside the
scope of OWL. So we envisage the second part of the veri-
fication process using Focal [16] which is an object oriented
specification and proof system allowing to incrementally
build components and to formally prove their correctness.
We will show how we use OWL in this context.
IV. CONCEPTION OF THE ONTOLOGY
An ontology represents a domain knowledge in an under-
standable way for both human and computer. It is formed
by a set of concepts which are organized hierarchically and
defined by properties. Several studies have already shown
an interest in ontology development of sensor networks
[18], [1], intelligent environment [11], or sensor network
component operation[19]. In this framework, we want to
model the operation of an intelligent environment, taking
into account the operation of a sensor network and its
interaction with various objects of its environment.
The aim is to identify concepts (classes), terms (individu-
als) and relations (properties) of the domain, as well as the
representation that will be the most appropriate to formally
represent the intelligent environment operation.
The conceptual modeling of the intelligent environment
is less likely to change than the needs of a user. Thus, the
ontology structure (concepts and properties) can be defined
and fixed by human study of the domain knowledge of
intelligent environments and sensor networks. Contrariwise
the ontology instantiation will vary depending on both
environment configuration and requirement descriptions. So
in the following we will focus on defining concepts and
properties.
A. Concepts
From the intelligent environment section, it appears that
we need to define concepts that represents sensor network
components, locations, phenomena and physical processes.
In our model we decided to consider that the sensor network
components are only sensors and actuators, since the oper-
ation of control devices could be modeled using the logic
based formalism of OWL (constraints and inference rules).
We also made the distinction of two types of phenomena,
those which could appear suddenly (a person movement,
gas leak...) that will belong to the class Event and those
which could be measured (temperature, humidity...) that will
belong to the class Measurable. It follows that we have to
distinguish two concepts of sensors, those which detect an
Event, that will belong to the class Detecting sensor and
those that measure a Measurable, that will belong to the
class Measuring sensor. Figure 3 shows the hierarchical
organization of the ontology.
B. Properties
Properties represent interactions of concepts, they relate
instances of concepts to some other instances or to a data
type (int, string...). See below the properties that model the
operating point of view on the network (between parenthesis
appears the name of the related OWL property ) :
– A phenomenon has a type (Has type).
– A sensor has a location (Located in), has a zone
of sensing (Zone of sensing), a zone of control
(Zone of control) and perceives a type of phenomenon
(Perceived type).
– A Measuring sensor measures a measurable phe-
nomenon (Measure).
– A Detecting sensor detects an event (Detect).
– An actuator actuates on a physical process (Actuate on)
and manages one or several type(s) of phenomena
(Managed type)
Figure 3 shows how concepts interact in the ontology.
The link Is a describes a taxonomic hierarchy along which
concepts are inherited.
The notion of type is useful to associate phenomena,
sensors and actuators which have to be involved in a same
process. Thus we can warrant that a phenomenon will be
handled by the proper sensor that will activate the proper
actuator.
We distinguish two types of properties : i) the properties
which will be created at the instantiation of the ontology,
Located in, Zone of sensing and Actuate on which must be
defined in the descriptions and will be used for inference ; ii)
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FIGURE 3: The ontology
the properties that will be created by the reasoning process
on the ontology, e.g. Detect and Measure which will be
created by inference rules.
C. Individuals
The changing part of the ontology is its instantiation
according to a specific environment and a user requirement.
Individuals will be extracted automatically from the environ-
ment description and a scenario, together with their prop-
erties. These properties will be used during the reasoning
process, to classify each individual in the class it belongs
to.
D. Reasoning on the Ontology
During OWL reasoning, inferences are made, classifying
elements of the ontology and creating new assertions while
maintaining logical consistency.
1) Classification and Assertion: OWL axioms are used
for the hierarchical organization of concepts and for the
classification of individuals. Thus, assume C1, C2 are
concepts and P1, P2 are properties. OWL defines two kinds
of axioms.
i) Inclusion axiom C1 v C2 (P1 v P2), e.g.
Detecting sensor v Sensor
Each element of C1 is an element of C2, i.e. C1 is a sub
class of C2
ii) Equality axiom C1 ≡ C2 (P1 ≡ P2), e.g.
Detecting sensor ≡ Sensorunionsq∃Detect.Event
Each element of C1 is an element of C2 and vice versa.
To write more expressive conditional rules, we used the
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). In our model we
distinguish two kinds of SWRL rules.
General rules : Are independent from textual descriptions
and represent the generic behavior of the intelligent
environment.
Instead of writing a rule for each kind of phenomenon, we
modeled two rules in order to deduce that a phenomenon,
a sensor and an actuator share the same type.
Rule 1 : If the type of a phenomenon is the same as the
type perceived by a sensor, then they share the same type.
Has type(?p,?t),Perceived type(?s,?t)
→ Shared type(?p,?s)
Rule 2 : If the type managed by an actuator is the same as
the type perceived by a sensor, then they share the same
type.
Managed type(?a,?t),Perceived type(?s,?t),
→ Shared type(?a,?s)
Rule 3 : A sensor detects an event if the event occurs in its
zone of sensing.
Event(?e),Detecting sensor(?s),Shared type(?s,?e),
Located in(?e,?l), Zone o f sensing(?s,?l)
→ Detect(?s,?e)
Rule 4 : A sensor measures a measurable phenomenon if
this phenomenon occurs in its zone of sensing.
Measuring sensor(?s),Measurable(?m),Shared type(?s,?m),
Located in(?m,?l),Zone o f sensing(?s,?l)
→Measure(?s,?m)
Generated rules : Textual analysis will generate
automatically rules to denote users requirement. We
differentiate two parts in generated rules, a fix part and a
part generated from requirement descriptions. (This second
part is underlined in the rules)
When a sensor detects an event, the actuator of the same
type has to turn on the appliance it actuates on.
Actuator(?a),Physical process(?d),Actuate on(?a,?d),
Detect(?s,?e),Shared type(?s,?a),Located in(?a,?l),
Zone o f control(?s,?l)→ Turn on(?a,?d)
When a sensor measures a value greater than 30, then the
actuator of the same type has to reduce the appliance it
actuates on.
Actuator(?a),Physical process(?d),Actuate on(?a,?d),
Measure(?s,?m),Shared type(?s,?a),Located in(?a,?l),
Zone o f control(?s,?l),Has value(?m,?v),
greaterT han(?v,30)→ Reduce(?a,?d)
2) Consistency Checking: Classifications and assertions
can be made only if they are consistent with the ontology
Let C and C′ be classes, P a property, x and y individuals.
- If C′ is asserted as a subclass of C, it is necessary to verify
that all individuals of the class C′ can belong to the class
C. So if an individual of C′ cannot belong to C then the
ontology is not consistent.
- If C(x) is asserted, it is necessary to verify that it is
possible for the individual x to belong to the class C. So
if x belongs to C′ which is disjoint with C then the ontology
is not consistent.
- If P(x,y) is asserted it is necessary to check that x could
belong to the domain of the property and y to the range.
3) Conformity Checking: To verify conformity of the
intelligent environment, we query our ontology looking for
wrong or missing specifications. We do this using SQWRL
[15], a SWRL-based language for querying OWL ontologies,
providing SQL-like operations to retrieve knowledge from
OWL. Thus, we can check whether two opposing actions
may occur simultaneously.
V. APPLICATION
We will detail a case on which our model is applied in
order to show how instantiations and verifications are made.
The ontology building is realized under Prote´ge´ and the
consistency and conformity checking are implemented under
a java application using Jena, a Java framework for building
Semantic Web applications.
Physical configuration description : the green apartment
includes a hall, two bedrooms, one bathroom and a living
room which includes a kitchen and a dining room. The
sensor Stemp measures the temperature of the living room.
The sensor Smove detects movements in the living room. The
living is equipped with a light bulb Lliving on which an
actuator ALliving is fixed, and the dining room is equipped
with a heater Hdining on which an actuator AHdining is fixed.
living room lighting scenario : When a person movement is
detected in the living room, turn on the lights of the living
room.
living room heating scenario : When a person movement
is detected in the living room, and the temperature is below
25 degrees turn on the heater of the dining room.
A. Assertions and Consistency Checking
Below, assertions that have to be extracted from
descriptions, follow by deductions they enable to produce :
Static part
1) - living room which includes a kitchen.
→ Located in(dining room , living room)
- dining room is equipped with a light bulb.
→ Located in(Lliving, dining room)
As Located in is transitive.
Located in(dining room, livingroom)
∧ Located in(Lliving, living room)
=⇒ Located in(Lliving, livingroom)
2) Stemp measures the temperature of the living room.
→ Measure(Stemp, templiving)
As the domain of the property Measure is
Measuring sensor.
Measure(Stemp, templiving) =⇒Measuring sensor(Stemp)
Dynamic part
1) When a person movement is detected in the living room
...
Event(person movement),Sensor(Smove),
Shared type(Smove, person movement),
Located in(person movement, living room),
Zone o f sensing(Smove, living room)
→ Detect(Smove, person movement)
Suppose this rule holds for for Sensor(Stemp), since the
domain of Detect is Detecting sensor, it will be inferred
that Stemp is a Detecting sensor and thus an inconsistency
will appear since in the conceptualization Detecting sensor
and Measuring sensor are disjoint and so the individual
Stemp cannot belong to both.
2) When a person movement is detected in the living room,
and the temperature is below 25 degree turn on the heater
of the dining room.
Actuator(AHdining),Located in(AHdining, living room),
Actuate on(AHdining,Hdining),Physical process(Hdining),
Detect(Smove, person movement),Shared type(Smove,AHdining),
Zone o f control(Smove, living room),
Measure(Stemp, temperature),Shared type(Stemp,AHdining),
Zone o f control(Stemp, living room),
Has value(temperature,?v), lessT hanOrEqual(?v,24)
−> Increase(AHdining,Hdining)
The properties Shared type are deduced by the rule
described in 5.4. We can notice that in our model actuators
can react to different types of information. The types of
this information have to be specified in the environment
description. Suppose that there is another rule which
holds, asserting Reduce(AHdining,Hdining). Since in our
model properties Increase and Reduce are disjoint, an
inconsistency will be generated which guarantees that an
actuator cannot for a given instantiation do opposite actions.
The case where another actuator tries to reduce the heater
at the same time Reduce(another actuator,Hdining) cannot
be prohibited by OWL. We resolve this problem thanks the
conformity checking.
B. Conformity checking
By querying the ontology we can check whether the
intelligent environment is correctly configured and identify
missing specifications.
1) Incoherent scenario: Incoherence could result from
the release of two opposite actions.
Opposite properties : This query gives the intersection
between sets of reduced and increased physical process. If
the intersection is not empty then some asserted properties
are opposite and the scenario has to be corrected.
Let ?s1 is the set of reduced physical process, ?s2 is the
set of increased physical process and ?s3 is the set of their
intersection.
Reduce(?a1,?d1)sqwrl : makeSet(?s1,?d1)
Increase(?a2,?d2)sqwrl : makeSet(?s2,?d2)
sqwrl : intersection(?s3,?s1,?s2)sqwrl : size(?n,?s3)
→ sqwrl : select(?n)
2) Missing information: Missing information can gener-
ate useless devices and prevent to use all the potential of the
intelligent environment.
Sensors without Zone of Sensing : ?s1 is the set of all sensors
of the ontology, ?s2 is the set of sensors which have a zone
of sensing and ?s3 is the set of sensors without a defined
zone of sensing.
Sensor(?s)sqwrl : makeSet(?s1,?s)Sensor(?s zos)
Zone o f sensing(?s zos,?l)sqwrl : makeSet(?s2,?s zos)
sqwrl : di f f erence(?s3,?s1,?s2)sqwrl : size(?n,?s3)
→ sqwrl : select(?n)
Actuators without connection on a physical process : ?s1 is
the set of all actuators of the ontology, ?s2 is the set of
actuators which actuate on a physical process and ?s3 is
the set of sensors which have without a physical process
to actuate on
Actuator(?a)sqwrl : makeSet(?s1,?a)Actuate on(?ad,?d)
sqwrl : makeSet(?s2,?ad)sqwrl : di f f erence(?s3,?s1,?s2)
sqwrl : size(?n,?s3)→ sqwrl : select(?n)
VI. RELATED WORK
Formal models used for consistency verification or model
checking of real-world systems, are generally conceived
from natural language documents. Actually most of require-
ments are written in natural language, which could be well-
understood by a domain expert or an ordinary person. So the
issue of the transition from informal (natural language texts)
to formal (specifications) arises naturally. Several studies
have focused on it. [17] aims at applying several formal
methods to certify documents of airport standard security
regulations, these documents are analyzed by a model en-
gineer in order to produce conceptual (graphical) models
in UML applying requirements engineering methods [14].
The resulting models are transformed into formal models
which will be verified by formal methods tools [9]. [10]
used conceptual graphs as an intermediary representation to
formalize the interactions of telecommunication services and
generate formal specifications in Z notation.[4] presents how
the Two-Level Grammar (TLG), a specification language of
requirements [5], is used as an intermediate to transit from
natural language into formal specifications in VDM++, an
object-oriented version of the Vienna Development Method.
These approaches reveal the need of an intermediary repre-
sentation to go from informal to formal specification.
Our choice of an OWL ontology as conceptual represen-
tation is motivated by its semantic which is more expressive
than the cited approaches and its logical formalism that
allows the system to reason formally on the represented
knowledge. Thus the kind of intermediate representation we
chose allows us to make verifications at this stage of analy-
sis, using properties of OWL, and to rely on formal methods,
that are heavier, only for proving general properties.
The automatic construction of ontology from texts in
natural language is a hard task, and a fully automatic
approach is not realistic. Identifying the relevant concepts of
a domain is semantically too difficult to be done efficiently
without a human interaction. So the most common approach
consists in a semi-automatic building of ontology. Several
methods and tools were developed for ontology conception,
[3], [8], [7], [6], however the complexity of our model that
does not rely on the definition and the organization of a lot
of concepts and relations, did not require their use.
The ontology we propose differs from [18] as their ontol-
ogy is analogous to a database for querying and searching
sensors. Thus all kinds of sensors are modeled according
to the perceived types of phenomena. A same remarks can
be made for [1] which describes sensor functionality and
current state. [19] is closer to our work as it proposes
an ontology for actuator discovery and the definition of
high-level behaviors. However their modeling requires the
description of sub-classes of devices, which entails to define
all of them, and may be incomplete, and, in the same way,
different types of operations, which are generic properties
in our model that are inferred according to the kind of
phenomenon perceived.
Our ambition is to allow a non expert user to pilot her
own environment, and to recognize erroneous or incomplete
specifications in order to give her some help for improving
them. Thus, our approach finds its originality with the
automatic instantiation of an ontology and the dynamic
production of rules from the textual analysis of natural
language descriptions, which allows us to do verifications. In
our approach, what we need to check is not the conceptual
modeling of the ontology but its instantiations, i.e. descrip-
tions of the physical configuration of the environment and
of the user requirement.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, a conceptual representation of the operation
of an intelligent environment was defined and implemented,
using an OWL ontology. The resulting ontology aims at
facilitating the transition from natural language descriptions
to formal specifications in order to check all along the
consistency and the conformity of the conceptual specifi-
cations. The model we proposed acts in two steps. The first
one, the static part, represents the environment and enables
the system to check both its conformity and the network
consistency. The second one, the dynamic part, enables to
create rules that represent users’ scenarios and to verify
their consistency. This formalization will allow the system to
navigate between texts and formal specifications to correct
or improve the textual descriptions.
The conceptual representation which is the bridge between
natural language specifications and formal specifications,
is the first step in the process of developing easy to use
and reliable tools for intelligent environment configuration.
Our future work will focus on the automatic analysis of
textual descriptions and the development of an interactive
process with the user to translate her needs in a formal
representation.
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